The amount of data in our industry and the world is exploding. Data is being collected and stored at unprecedented rates. The challenge is not only to store and manage the vast volume of data, which is also called big data, but also to analyze and query from it. In order to put forward the universal method to response mobile big data query, queries are separated and grouped according to kinds of query for massive mobile objects in the space. The indexing method for grouping the mobile objects with Grid (GG TPR-tree) has great efficiency to manage a massive capacity of mobile objects within a limited area, but it only could meet a part of requirements for mobile big data query if the GG TPR-tree was used solely. This thesis offers solutions to simple immediate query, simple continuous query, active window query, and continuous window query, dynamic condition query and other query requests by employing DTDI index structure. The experiments prove that with the support of DTDI index structure, query of massive mobile objects has higher precision and better query performance.
Introduction
The mobile objects query usually deals with the massive mobile objects' data sets that their locations change all the time and the query itself is also dynamic. [1] In order to meet the forecast query request that facing the mobile objects, in recent years, researchers propose a variety of mobile objects index structure and its query algorithms. [2, 3, 4, 5] The representatives are the grid dividing method and the query method based on PRA-tree index structure.
Giving that the users concerns more about the query's response speed in some cases and allow certain error in the query results, Jimeng Sun [6] et al proposed a grid based on the two-dimensional space dividing. The mobile objects update their positions in the way of data stream and the grid saves the mobile objects' information collection that fall in it. They use statistical and sampling method to do the approximate query. This method can respond to the real-time query in a moment of the history, current and future and can not respond to the continuous query and the window query.
In order to meet all kinds of forecast query quest that facing the mobile objects, establishing an efficient mobile objects index structure is a necessity. In 2000, Simonas Saltenis [7] et al proposed TPR-tree index structure to meet the forecast query request; however, it contains the problem that the index performance declined rapidly with time in the process of indexing. Therefore, many domestic scholars have proposed a variety of improved methods. Among those methods, PRA-tree (predictive range aggregate) index structure and its query method is the most effective one which is proposed by Liao Wei et al in 2007, National Defense Technology University. [8] Its idea is that while indexing the mobile objects, firstly, it divides the velocity field into many velocity barrels with same speed taking the maximum and minimum values of the mobile objects' speed as the extreme points in the indexing group. And then map the objects into different velocity barrels according to the size of the velocity vector in this velocity field. At last, indexing the mobile objects in every velocity could barrel with the existing TPR-tree.
QUERY THOUGHTS BASED ON THE DIDI STRUCTURE
In most cases, the quantity of the massive mobile objects is much larger than that of the roads, and the establishment of GG TPR-tree makes it possible to manage the massive mobile objects overall. To complete the high efficient query to the various requirements under the guidance of the space partitioning tree, we preserve the original establishment thoughts of the GG TPR-tree and adjust the definition of GG TPR-tree's leaf node as follows:
We propose Rate Accumulation Model: the massive mobile objects go into the grid when t=0, the mobile object's mobile rate accumulation scalar value in the road of the grid is:
The Quintuples records of GG TPR-tree leaf nodes are changed into <grid, objects ptr , MBR, Groop ṽ , parent ptr >, respectively representing the grid that this group of massive mobile objects belong to, the pointer pointed to the massive mobile objects queue, the bounding rectangle of the nodes, the node's velocity stable value, the pointer pointed to parent nodes, the record form of GG TPR-tree non-leaf node does not change.
Estimating equation (1) shows that supposing there are n members in a group of the massive mobile objects, the MBR stable value is achieved by the equation as follows:
Under the help of GG TPR-tree and spatial partitioning tree, we can predict the approximate location mobile direction according to Groop ṽ and road network structure, achieving the exact answer of the statistical query.
Meanwhile, in order to update the dynamic information of the massive mobile objects efficiently, we establish Hash index list pointed to every mobile object in the memory. This list may also achieve the exact answer of the deterministic query in collaboration with the spatial partitioning tree. Therefore, we establish the massive mobile objects' complete query basis based on DTDI structure.
THE QUERY METHOD BASED ON DTDI STRUCTURE
The massive mobile objects query method based on DTDI does not only answer efficiently the deterministic query request like simple real-time query and simple continuous query, but also answer the statistic query request like current window query, continuous window query and dynamic condition query. Next we will discuss how to use DTDI structure to achieve the query to the massive mobile objects.
A. Simple real-time query
The simple real-time query is a common deterministic query request which concerns about the location attribute information of a specific object at some point. The index tree mentioned above stored a triple information record for every mobile object <
Only when the discrepancy between actual position and theoretical position calculated by the triples is greater than the distance error allowed by the system, the triple group is updated. So we can precisely calculate the massive mobile objects' current location according to the triple group and road curve-fitting function. ; is the distance between the starting point and the massive mobile objects in the query moment. We can obtain reversely the massive mobile objects' location coordinate (x, y) at the moment according to the road curve-fitting function.
B. Simple continuous query
The simple continuous query is the expansion of the simple real time query which queries the motional track of the massive mobile objects with a period of time in the future. In common condition, we can obtain the massive mobile objects' motional track function with the use of triples Advanced Materials Research Vols. 756-759 and the road fitting curve. But if the massive mobile objects need to pass the crossing point with the query duration, the prediction of the motional track will become more complex.
Suppose the location function of the simple continuous query is S(t), we can obtain the distance 0 S between the location of Loc:( 0 x , 0 y ) and the starting point and the distance terminal S between the location of Loc:( 0 x , 0 y ) and next crossing point, and then the time to the crossing point is: 
C. Current window query
The current window query is one of the common statistical queries, whose request content generally designates a piece of an area. It queries all the massive mobile objects within the area in the current time.
According to the massive mobile objects' query feature based on DTDI structure, we can know that when a group of massive mobile objects pass through the crossing point, the corresponding leafnode record's grid pointer is bound to change, which index the massive mobile objects' group. Therefore, the massive mobile objects that go into the query window are those having the intersection with the query window on the road. To this end, we can take use of the spatial partitioning tree based on the grid to index the related roads and calculate the minimum MBR that related to these roads. Then we index the massive mobile objects group on these roads and estimate whether there is intersection between MBR and the query window according to the velocity stable value of this group's node Groop ṽ . If there exists the intersection between the two, we say that part of the massive mobile objects belong to the window query result category. We need to use the formula (3) to calculate each ṽ and decide how many massive mobile objects meet query condition.
D. Continuous window query
The continuous window query is the expansion of current window query, which needs to know how many massive mobile objects meet the query condition during the future time period [0, T]. Since the massive mobile objects can go into the query field within the time t through the way of changing the direction at some crossing points, the fields that need to be inspected are no longer limited to the minimum MBR which is composed of the roads intersected with the query window,
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Information Technology Applications in Industry, Computer Engineering and Materials Science but need to inspect all the roads intersecting with the roads within the query window. Thus, we need to carry on the traversal query from the root node of GG TPR-tree and do the following calculation with the use of MBR and VBR of every node:
• Judging if we can extend MBR line to intersect with the query window according to the current maximum value of VBR within t. • If they intersect with each other, we can calculate the shortest path from the current MBR to the query window according to the spatial partitioning tree structure. And then judging if they can arrive at destination within the time of T. When there is no linking condition, the shortest path is ∞ + . • Repeat the previous process until we choose out all the leaf nodes that can reach the destination. According to the formula (6), we can calculate that how many massive mobile objects can reach the query field within T among the massive mobile objects group that the leaf nodes point to. • Sum the results of the last step and achieve the query outcome.
E. Dynamic condition query
The dynamic condition query is the one that a kind of the massive mobile objects and the query condition itself change dynamically with the time. Tao et al gave out the basic concepts of the distance function with dynamic query in document [6] .
Definition of the spatial distance function: After joining into the grid information, the massive mobile objects have to move on the limited road network, thus the spatial distance between the two is limited by the grid route. In addition, road condition changes dynamically among grids. Supposing the connecting way between two positions in the spatial roads is more than one, there may be the situation that the massive mobile objects consumes more time among the absolute distance that is shorter. Considering these factors above, we define the function of grid distance between the two points.
Definition of the grid distance function: in the grid space, supposing in the reference time ref t , the query Q and the mobile object O move on the road of the edge with the linear speed, and there are k-1 crossing points between the next crossing point of Q and that of O, that is to say they will pass through k roads 1 L , 2 L , …, k L , and the blocking rate of every road are 1 C , 2 C , …, k C and n ṽ 1 C n = . In any moment of the future t, the function of the distance that Q leaves the mobile object O is:
The function of the distance that the mobile object O leaves the query Q is:
We know the grid distance function between the query Q and the mobile object O by (7) , (8):
Advanced Materials Research Vols. 756-759 therefore, its predicted success rapidly decrease. Meanwhile, because the mass data can compensate for the error, accordingly, the ratio between the predicted number and the actual number will not be extremely low.
Conclusion
This thesis offers solutions to simple immediate query, simple continuous query, active window query, and continuous window query, dynamic condition query and other query requests by employing DTDI index structure. The experiments prove that compared with other existing index structures of massive mobile objects, the results of predicted queries of massive mobile objects within a limited range. With the support of DTDI index structure, query method of massive mobile objects has higher precision and better query performance.
